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Dear Readers,
The last few months have been
pretty great around DnDOG! One of
our biggest accomplishments was
the finalization of a DnDOG-hosted
Pathfinder character sheet, thanks
to a lot of hard work from jj_wolven
and Birched. This is a feature that
many people appreciate, and we
want to extend our gratitude for
their efforts.
Speaking of extending gratitude, we
would also like to offer a big thankyou to Securis, a person who has
been an Administrator on DnDOG for
a long time, and has been an integral
part of shaping this site to make it
what it is today. We hope he finds
the break from administrative duties
refreshing!
We’ve got another round of great
material for you this issue, including short story continuations from
Terquem and Securis, another great
module by RonarsCorruption, artwork by LadyofHats, and much
more! Thank you for picking up Issue
#8 of Explosive Runes. We hope you
enjoy it!
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JayRob
Editor

RonarsCorruption here! In every issue of
Explosive Runes, I'm going to provide you
DMs a simple adventure to help alleviate
your creative cravings. After all, designing a
new adventure every week (or more) can
take a lot of work.
Because of the creatures involved, this
encounter works best in a marshland
environment. However, the squibs (a new
species, see sidebar) can be substituted for
with kobolds, goblins, or any other small,
slightly-intelligent creature that works well
with the terrain you have on hand.
The Setup: Adventurers do lots of traveling,
and are always on the lookout for strange
creatures, patrols of soldiers, and obviously
risky locations. More often than not,
however, they take for granted the terrain
around them. If you have a group of
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Encounter: Squib Trappers - CR 1
Squib x3, 1st-Level Warrior (Small Humanoid)
Hit Dice: 1d8+1 (5 hp)
Initiative: +1
Speed: 30 ft. (6 squares)
Armor Class: 15 (+1 size, +1 Dex, +2 leather armor, +1
light shield), touch 12, flat-footed 14
Base Attack/Grapple: +1/–3
Attack: shortspear +2 melee (1d4) or javelin +3 ranged
(1d4)
Full Attack: shortspear +2 melee (1d4) or javelin +3
ranged (1d4)
Space/Reach: 5 ft./5 ft.
Special Qualities: DR 1/-, protective slime
Saves: Fort +3, Ref +1, Will –1
Abilities: Str 11, Dex 13, Con 12, Int 10, Wis 9, Cha 6
Skills: Hide +5, Listen +2, Move Silently +5, Swim +4,
Spot +2
Feats: Alertness
Tactics: The Squib Trappers will throw a round of
javelins from the maximum distance, and then run
back into the bushes for the PCs to follow them. They
will leave behind their fallen allies, and only attack if
held or trapped in some way.

unobservant players, they will simply wander into
the traps described below, while a more wary group
of travelers need to be taunted... er, prompted a
little. For these, have a group of three Squib
Trappers assault the party as they rest, then flee
into the bushes immediately. If the PCs to not give
chase, or if only a few PCs do, have a second group
of three squibs approach and repeat with a similar
tactic. If the PCs still attempt to ignore them,
perhaps this adventure isn't for them.
Legres flowers grow in wet areas, rising to about three feet tall.
They have large, stringy yellow blossoms on the top, and a few
long, skinny leaves at intervals about their stems. Very dangerous
to have around, the sap of the legres flower is poisonous and can
be nearly deadly after extended exposure. Merely touching a
legres flower with one's exposed skin will prompt a DC 10 Fort
save or take 1 CON damage. Moving into a patch of these flowers
will cover a PC with the sap such that they must continue making
DC 10 saves each round until they spend a full-round cleaning
themselves off. The poison cannot reduce a character's CON
below 1 normally, but swallowing the sap, or using it to poison a
weapon, can be fatal -- it also increases the DC to 20 and the
damage to 1d6 CON damage.

The Adventure: Either due to lack of caution or
because of following the Squib Trappers, the party
finds themselves on a relatively narrow road with
chest-high plants on either side. These plants have
stringy yellow flowers on the top, and are slightly
shimmery, as if wet. The plants are, in fact, Legres
flowers.
Once the PCs recognize the flowers, realize they are
poisonous, or have simply gotten close enough to

Encounter: Squib Ambushers CR 4
Squib x8, 1st-Level Warrior
Small Humanoid
Hit Dice: 1d8+1 (5 hp)
Initiative: +1
Speed: 30 ft. (6 squares)
Armor Class: 15 (+1 size, +1 Dex, +2 leather armor, +1
light shield), touch 12, flat-footed 14
Base Attack/Grapple: +1/–3
Attack: shortspear +2 melee (1d4) or javelin +3
ranged (1d4)
Full Attack: shortspear +2 melee (1d4) or javelin +3
ranged (1d4)
Space/Reach: 5 ft./5 ft.
Special Attacks: —
Special Qualities: DR 1/-, protective slime
Saves: Fort +3, Ref +1, Will –1
Abilities: Str 11, Dex 13, Con 12, Int 10, Wis 9, Cha 6
Skills: Hide +5, Listen +2, Move Silently +5, Swim +4,
Spot +2
Feats: Alertness
Squib Shaman, 3rd level druid
Small Humanoid
Hit Dice: 3d8+3 (15 hp)
Initiative: +1
Speed: 30 ft. (6 squares)
Armor Class: 14 (+1 size, +1 Dex, +3 leather armor),
touch 12, flat-footed 13
Base Attack/Grapple: +1/–3
Attack: shortspear +3 melee (1d4)
Full Attack: shortspear +3 melee (1d4)
Space/Reach: 5 ft./5 ft.
Special Attacks: —
Special Qualities: DR 1/-, protective slime
Saves: Fort +3, Ref +1, Will –1
Abilities: Str 11, Dex 13, Con 12, Int 10, Wis 18, Cha 6
Skills: Hide +6, Listen +3, Move Silently +6, Swim +4,
Spot +6
Feats: Combat Casting, Diehard
Divine Spells: 0: Cure Minor Wounds, Cure Minor
Wounds, Resistance, Flare 1: Entangle, Entangle,
Summon Nature’s Ally I 2: Barkskin, Hold Animal
Treasure: Leather Armor +1, Dust of Tracelessness
(25 doses remaining)
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the center of the 200 foot (40 squares) long field,
the squibs will attack.
For the first two rounds, the only tactic the squibs
will use is to throw their javelins blindly into the road,
hoping to randomly hit and injure the PCs, and entice
them into the plants where they will be poisoned.
Treat the PCs as invisible to the squibs, granting them
a 50% miss chance. Should the players engage the
same countermeasure, treat the squibs likewise as
the squares the squibs are Animated Tangle
in are evident by the rus- Huge Plant
tling grass, but the squibs Hit Dice: 8d10+40 (84 hp)
-1
themselves are too short Initiative:
Speed: 10 ft. (2 squares)
to be distinguishable. Armor Class: 13 (–2 size, –1
Should the players wade Dex, +6 natural), touch 7,
through the plants to find flat-footed 13
the squibs and engage Base Attack/Grapple: +6/+19
Slam +9 melee
them in melee, there is no Attack:
(2d6+7 plus poison)
cover from the plants for Full Attack: +9/+9/+9 melee
either group.
(2d6+7 plus poison)
On the third round of
combat, a newly arriving Squib Shaman will
cast Entangle behind the
party, preventing any
easy escape. The entangling plants have the same
poisonous quality as the
non-animated
variety,
and hinder movement as
is normal for the entangle spell. On the fourth
round, the shaman will
cast the spell a second
time in front of the party.
Once the party is
‘trapped’, all remaining
squibs will rush the par-

Space/Reach: 10ft/20ft
Special Attacks: Poison
Special Qualities: Construct
traits, darkvision 60 ft., lowlight vision, DR 5/fire
Saves: Fort +0, Ref +1, Will –5
Abilities: Str 10, Dex 12, Con
—, Int —, Wis 1, Cha 1
Skills: Feats: Improved Grab, Combat Reflexes

Poison: The Animated Tangle
has the same poison as the
legres plants. Whenever it
hits with a melee attack, or
for each round it maintains a
grapple, targets must make
a save versus raw legres sap
or take constitution damage
as if they touched the plant,
and any targets grappled are
treated as if they stepped
within the plants and must
clean themselves off or make
a save each round.
The Animated Tangle will
never grapple more than two
targets at a time, making
sure to keep one appendage free at all times to take
AoOs, particularly against
spellcasters.

ty on the road, attempting to get as many
flanks as possible. The Squib Shaman will
stay behind the other squibs until most of
them are fallen, casting Summon Nature’s
Ally and then Barkskin on the summoned
creature when he thinks the PCs are able to
reach him.

tangle a second time, have him cast Animate Plant
on the entangled growth, then flank the party from
the other side himself.

To increase this encounter for a much higher level
party, closer to level 15, give each squib eight levels
in fighter, Blind Fighting, and poisoned weapons.
Increase each DC for the poison by 10. Increase the
To increase the challenge for a higher-level level of the shaman to 17 and have a number of the
party, likely level 10, give each squib four lev- plants *already* be sentient as if they were treants.
els in fighter, and a trait for Blind Fighting.
Have the shaman cast entangle multiple times to inIncrease the level of the shaman to 13, and
crease the creatures as below.
on the fourth round, rather than casting enGreater Animated Tangle
Huge Plant
Hit Dice: 15d10+75 (160 hp)
Initiative: -1
Speed: 20 ft. (4 squares)
Armor Class: 20 (–2 size, –1 Dex, +13 natural), touch 7, flat-footed 20
Base Attack/Grapple: +11/+25
Attack: Slam +15 melee (2d6+7 plus poison)
Full Attack: +15/+15/+15/+15 melee (2d6+7 plus poison)
Space/Reach: 10ft/30ft
Special Attacks: Poison
Special Qualities: Construct traits, darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision, DR 10/fire
Saves: Fort +10, Ref +3, Will +7
Abilities: Str 29, Dex 8, Con 21, Int 12, Wis 16, Cha 12
Skills: Feats: Improved Grab, Combat Reflexes, Constrict, Magekiller
Poison: The Greater Animated Tangle has the same poison as the legres plants. Whenever it hits with a melee attack,
or for each round it maintains a grapple, targets must make a save versus raw legres sap or take constitution damage as if they touched the plant, and any targets grappled are treated as if they stepped within the plants and must
clean themselves off or make a save each round.
Magekiller Feat: (See Complete Arcane.) Allows AoOs against spellcasters casting defensively as if they were not
casting defensively.
Each round the Greater Animated Tangle has a target grappled, it does an automatic 2d6 crushing damage to the
target. If the GAT hits the same target with two or more attacks in one round, or hits the target with a second vine
after they have been grappled, they do an additional 4d6 rend damage.
The animated tangle will never grapple more than two targets at a time, making sure to keep two appendages free
at all times to take AoOs, particularly against spellcasters.
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and skills ahead of class selection. Not necessarily all
of them, of course, as you need some skills to round
out the character.
For an example I am going to use a character I created
recently and walk through my process. What I wanted
to play was a mounted archer, a guy very connected
to his horse and with a deep love of the land. The
campaign was to be set in Al-qadim, which is the 2e
setting for classic Arabian fantasy. Looking through
Welcome to THAC0, a column dedicated to
Second Edition AD&D and to those of us that the background of the setting a mounted archer
have been playing this game for far too long. would be most believable as a tribesman from a
desert tribe. This also worked with the love of the
Whether you are new to Second Edition
AD&D or you remember when the game came land and his mount.
I then spent some time thinking about what this guy
in a cool purple box, we hope you find this
would be like, why he would have left his tribe for a
column of use. The intent is to take a close
look at the rules of AD&D and how they apply life of adventure and a bit about what it would be like
to travel the desert. Melding this with the strict social
to role playing.
constraints of the tribes I came up with a short
The topic for today's column is character
background about a girl, and him leaving rather than
creation, the most basic starting point for a
player of any role playing game. This column bring dishonor upon his family. Since he left before
creating any dishonor that gave him a somewhat
will not focus on mechanics, as Dungeon
proud and traditional bearing to me, it also meant I
Masters that use the Second Edition rule set
could leave with the blessing of the tribe.
tend to 'homebrew' many rules, so the
mechanics are best left to those in charge of
running the games.

Now let's start with the way most players
begin creating a character. One chooses a
class and race, generates statistics, and then
'fleshes out' the character's background and
personality. This works, and it's the way the
game is designed. However, let's take a look
at going at this from the end result back, and
starting with the character's story. I've taken
to doing characters this way and it takes a bit
more work but I feel it gives a more well
rounded character from a role playing
perspective.
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When creating characters in this manner I
usually start with WHO the character is - even
though this may or may not include race and
class. I may decide on a Kit at this point but
since some kits aren't limited to class, it
doesn't necessarily define the class (for
instance, the swashbuckler kit can be either a
rogue or fighter). What do I mean by defining
who the character is without class or race?
This means putting background, mannerisms

Then I gave some thought to him traveling alone in
the desert. He would need the skill Survival,
regardless of his class. I also decided to give him a
hobby or interest. I often do this even though it eats
up skill slots. It helps round out the character and
provides some interest in the character and good role
play. Sometimes the skill is even useful, often in ways
you never planned for. With the character traveling
alone in the desert I decided to give him an interest in
Astronomy, from a illiterate tribesman perspective of
course. He knows the local stars and constellations
and can navigate at night using them. It was
potentially useful, and it gives him something to do at
night.

So now I had a picture, proud desert tribesman
traveling from oasis to town and back, seeking
adventure and laughing at danger. Now was the time
to decide on class and race. I considered rogue, but
the background was more in line with a fighter. That
gave me a choice between Fighter and Ranger, other
classes not working within the existing party
structure. This was to be a high level adventure and
that meant a ranger would have spells. Spells didn't fit
the picture I had built in my mind so I decided on
straight fighter. Then we needed a race, my choices

given the setting were Human, Half Elf and
Elf. I chose human.

attempting to regain his "luck" so he can go back to
sea.

Now I moved on to the mount. Given the
setting I could go with either a Horse or a
Camel, and again my mental image of the
character helped make the decision. I chose a
horse. Lastly, as a tribesman and fighter my
Kit was preselected for me (kits are required
for Al-qadim and particular to the setting).

Ultimately, starting with a more complete and
detailed background leads to a more complete and
detailed character - and working out who your
character is is at least as important as deciding what
he is.

Only now did I feel it was time to roll some
dice (although in this case we were given a
point buy). I assigned my attributes and
worked out my proficiency slots. I subtracted
the slots already spent for the stuff I had
predetermined. The rest was fill in the
blanks, I did take some time selecting
equipment to fit his fast and light travel
philosophy. Once I was done, I presented the
sheet to the DM for final approval.
If we go back to the point at which I had
decided who he was, this character could
have been a thief and worked just fine. It
wouldn't have changed who he was in any
real way. A slightly different outlook on
ownership of goods would have been the
only change. He could easily have been a
ranger or a paladin, I could even have
stretched this idea to a cleric without any
difficulty given the setting.
There is so much flexibility in the 2e system
that thinking outside the box and working on
a strong concept independent of class is a
viable way to go about character creation.
Kits, proficiencies, and the often ignored
secondary skills can all contribute to making
a character more well rounded and
interesting. However, if used correctly they
provide a great outline for a complete
character.
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For example, a traveling armorer who moves
from village to village repairing damaged
weapons and armor could very easily get
swept up into an adventure. I've played
many a mage that began as more of a scribe.
A sailor named Jonah that no ship would hire
would be interesting, and he might be

studied physics or language I would
guess?”
“Language, and Tonality,” he answered with a thick southern accent.
“My specialty in the dialects of the
coastal and river languages of the
tropical Reptian and Picacian races,
and may I say sir that it is not a small
When I reached the floor of the cave Dicel
was waiting for me with two people I did
not know, holding a lantern that was shuttered but still illuminating the cave floor well
enough to see. I called up to Meighan to
hurry down with our gear and unhooked the
climbing rig ropes and connectors from my
wheelchair.
The two strangers, a dwarven woman and
a tanned-skinned elf (from southern Trith
I guessed) approached me and introduced
themselves.

pleasure to meet the renowned Terquem F’leonne
Lee.”
He pronounced, correctly, my full name, including
my grandmother’s maiden name (given to me by my
mother as a middle name that was no end of embarrassment for me throughout my primary school years
back in Lakewood, California) something very few
people do the first time (the long kweeh sound in
Terquem is uncommon and comes from the name of
a type of dark blue colored flower that grows in the
mountains of Illing in western Anthandra, where my
grandmother was born). His deep tan, dark brown
eyes and sharp angular features gave me the impression that he was of noble birth, maybe even from a
line of the royal family. The name, Jaurez-Santival, I
did not recognize, but in truth I had not been keeping
current with the political scene in Southern Trith for
the past three or four years. I thought I would try a
bit of diplomacy, see if I could break the ice between
us right from the start, something that would help to
get us all working as a team quickly, and asked him a
simple, polite and flattering question.

“It is an honor to meet you Mr. Lee,” the
dwarven woman said. “I am Lueikka Kichenoma of Noynn, in Goraldun.” She was young,
with wide large eyes and a turned up nose,
and thick black shiny hair tied in a short pony
behind her head. She wore the robes of Saint
Bridget, a green field with yellow borders, a
burning candle embroidered on the right
chest and crossed spears on the left, this over
a chain shirt-coat that extended to below her
knees. She was barely taller than I was in the “You remind me of the Princess Margarinne
D’Estobau, of the Royal Family of Larone. Pablo, are
chair, putting her at about four feet tall.
you related to the D’Estobau family or possibly to
I shook her hand and said, “Nice to meet you the Castiello or D’Oria families?”
Miss Kichenoma.”

“My mother is the second cousin of the woman you
“This is Pablo Juarez-Santival,” she went on speak of, first cousin to her daughter the Magistarto say as she released my hand and gestured ia Donna D’Estobau, by marriage,” he said with ice
toward the elf. “He is a scholar from the Uni- in his words. He turned away from me, a gesture I
knew meant he was mildly insulted (the southern
versity of Tromaz in southern Hagamania,
near the Trantio River in …” she was saying elves speak volumes with body language, a cultural
aspect one could study for years and never fully unas the elf stepped to her side.
derstand).
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“In Dominagio Province, yes I know of the
University. I’ve read a lot about it.” I finished I was about to say something, an apology, somefor her and then shook his hand as well. “You thing I knew would ease the tension and put us back
on better ground when I felt Dicel’s hand on my

shoulder and heard him whisper to me, “Let vaceous lightly furred form that gave her such an atit go Terquem. He’ll get over it quick enough. tractive appearance. She reached the floor with her
I want to meet this friend of yours.”
backside toward us, a remarkably well sculpted backside, and stretched her back, shaking her short hair
He forced me around, something he had with a quick twist of her neck, loosening her muscles
gotten into the habit of doing even before I
no doubt, but this display was almost impossibly
wound up in the chair, so that we were both sexy, like watching something out of a movie from
facing Meighan as she took the last few care- the 1950s back on Earth. When she turned around her
ful steps from the rocks to the cave floor. She bright blue eyes practically glowed in the dim light
had the full length of our rope over her left
of the cave. Her normally pale skin, which gave her
shoulder and our gear bag on her right. The
face an almost doll-like quality, was darkened, not
bag was a good seventy pounds and the rope quite covered in fur around her nose and mouth, and
nearly 200 feet of half-inch braided silk and
added to the animalistic attractiveness of her curse.
cotton. The burden would weigh down any
Only the slight protrusion of her very pronounced caregular person, but Meighan carried them
both as if they weighed nothing.
Dicel has always been a handsome man. He
was born in northwestern Kentucky and grew
up in the suburbs of Chicago. Always the kind
of person to be conscious of his looks, he
took care of himself and was still athletic and
trim for his age. He was broad-shouldered,
not too tall, with narrow hips and long legs,
a long face, strong jaw, lightly curled dark
blond hair (that was just beginning to recede
in the front, he was almost fifty for crying out
loud!) blue eyes and a mouth full of straight
teeth that he often showed in a wide crooked
smile when he was frustrated. He had once
told me that in college he never attracted
women at all, that he was a loner, a college
geek obsessed with mathematics and computer science, and that it wasn’t until he had
discovered the anomaly that was the cause
for both of us to be here that his life turned
completely around. His passion for the discovery he had made, and the oddity of its very
nature, made him into something of a minor
celebrity. The more his theories were talked
about, the more his confidence grew. I don’t
mean to sound jealous, or put him down, he
is my closest and dearest friend, but the Dicel
that I know is nothing like the man he says he
used to be.
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I could see, as well as sense, he was looking
over every inch of Meighan. I did not know
how much he knew about the Wyf-beings,
and if he knew that it was not only her cur-

nines, gleaming white, suggested something
dangerous, something beyond the look of an
adorable puppy that her overall appearance
portrayed.
So it was that I was nervous, and maybe a
bit defensive, when I introduced Meighan to
James Allen Dicel, the hero.
“Meighan, this is my friend Dicel. He has fifteen years more experience in your world
than I do, but I don’t know if he has ever met
a wyfwolf before. Dicel this is Meighan, she
is a very good friend, and a very special person. I hope you won’t judge her for her differences,” I hated myself for pointing out that
she was a lycan. Of course it was obvious, and
Dicel would have already known that, so why
did I have to say it?
Dicel held out his hand, and Meighan took
it cautiously. She smiled and said, “Hello Dicel. Name gets thrown around a lot I understand.”
I cringed and closed my eyes.
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ins, and maybe we won’t be able to find what we are
looking for at all. But we stay close to each other, we
listen to each other, we help each other every step
of the way. Everyone has a specific job to do, Pablo
stays in the middle. He has keen ears, and knows a
little magic that can help us keep on the right path.
Lu is a strong girl, and a talented healer, she stays at
the front, she can see far into the darkness, and will
spot the worked chambers, or their ruins, if we come
across them. I will stay behind Pablo, and Meighan
you stay close to me like I told you. All right everyone
check your gear and let’s go.” He pushed Lueikka
and she turned and started off at a careful, but not
slow pace, toward a tunnel that led off of the cave.
Meighan did not move, and so neither did the light.
Dicel reached the edge of the range of the lantern
and turned around, his anger all ready growing. “Is
there a problem Wolf-girl?” he asked impolitely.
Meighan took a deep breath, through her nose in
that ‘I’m going to try and control my own anger’
way, and said, “What does he do?” pointing toward
me with the lantern.

Then Dicel did that thing he did best. It was a talent
he had, a way of approaching people in a complete“Never bothered me,” Dicel said. I expected ly non-threatening way, moving into their personal
him to say more, be as charming as I knew he space and gently moving them with a hand placed
could be, but he surprised me and was done on a shoulder or at the small of the back. He walked
with the introductions. He handed Meighan
straight back to Meighan, put his hand on her upper
the lantern saying, “I want you to be in charge arm and directed her to the back of my chair.
of this. I expect you will stay close to Terq,
and so will I. We need the light more than the “He stays out of my way,” Dicel said forcefully and
rest of you.”
then pointed at the dwarf and the elf saying, “He
stays out of her way, and out of his way,” then he
“Now I want everyone to listen up,” he start- turned and looked straight into Meighan’s eyes, “If
ed right in as he always did, taking to the role you are lucky he stays out of your way as well.” His
of leader like he was born to it.
words were spoken in a short staccato whisper. He
sounded as menacing as he was able.
“This cave is natural limestone, made by
water flowing through this valley for thouMeighan was not impressed.
sands of years. We head that direction,” he
pointed to the west, “And then we work our She shifted the pack and the rope (shaking her shoulway down another hundred feet or so. We
ders ever so adorably), held the lantern up to Dicel’s
are looking for a place not natural. Not made face and said, “That’s all, just stays out of everyone’s
by nature that is, and it’s going to be hard to way?”
find. The mountains here experience regular
quakes, seismic activity, about two times a
“Yep, you got it. Stays out of everyone’s way,” he
year. Passages have changed, maybe cavesaid, lightening up his tone just a bit. “And if he suc-

ceeds at doing that, most likely he will keep
us all alive, and get us out of here all in one
piece.”
I turned my head around and looked upward
to watch Meighan react to Dicel’s words. I
knew Dicel was exaggerating, he often did,
about just about everything, but I knew what
he was trying to say, and I knew what he was
trying to do. We had done this sort of thing a
hundred times before. We knew each others’
strengths and weaknesses. He was only letting Meighan know he trusted me to do what
I knew how to do.

“I’m ready,” Meighan said. She hung the lantern from
one of the clips on her harness and put her hands
on the handles of my chair as I rested the lower tip
of my bow in the special cup near my left foot and
let the upper end balance against the chair between
my legs. “I can handle it for now,” I whispered up to
Meighan.
She let go of the chair, drew a dagger from behind
her back and unclipped the lantern. Raising the light
above her head she said, “After you Jimmy.”
In all the years I had known James Dicel, I had never
heard anyone call him Jimmy.

As the two of them stared at each other for a He smiled at me, winked at Meighan and said, “Try to
few seconds longer, I retrieved my bow from keep up Fuzzy.”
the clips on the back of the chair, opened the
quivers below the seat, and said, “You two
going to hold us up all day or are we going?”
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It is often easy to understand that the majority of discussions regarding lycanthropes
center around the natures and attitudes displayed by the various were-beings known to
exist. Let me take a moment to tell you as
much as I know about another group of lycanthropes, those known as wyf-creatures.
First, a brief discussion on terminology; the
origin of words used in discussions of the
curse of lycanthropy.
Lycanthrope itself is a modern word derived
from the two words Lycannora and Anthroposis. Lycannora is held to be the name (in
classical dwarven language writings) of the
nature god associated with the untamed
beast, or wild areas dangerous to all human
and demi-human beings. It has been suggested that the earlier word (from the elven
yllc) yllca, meaning wolf or dog, may share
an etymological heritage with the name of
this dwarven deity. The word Anthroposis
was first coined by the wizard Delamitus of
Cindria, to categorize a collection of magical
spells and effects that transform human or
demi-human creatures into any of a number
of non-human creatures. Early in the ninth
century the term "Lycanthrope" came into
use to denote the affliction associated with
the curse of Lycannora Anthroposis. This
curse, its exact origin unknown, can be obtained in many ways and is always magical in
nature.
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The etymological origin of the prefix 'Were-'
can be traced to early gnoll writings and is
thought to represent the masculinity of a
powerful humanoid creature, or in some
translations 'maleness'. In general, an individual afflicted with lycanthropy that manifests
strong male behaviors of aggression, territoriality and single-mindedness (regardless of
gender) is referred to by the "Were-" deno-

tation (i.e. werewolf, weretiger, wererabbit etc.). A
were-creature will usually appear muscular and oversized, often having disproportionate limb to torso
measurements. It does not need to be stressed that
commonly, were-creatures are very dangerous and
destructive beings that are difficult to control, even
through magical means, and are nearly impossible to
kill.
The opposite of the "Were-" type, occurring with a
frequency well below five percent of all instances
of lycanthropy, is the "Wyf-" type. "Wyf-", also originating in the gnoll language, means female. This
specifically refers to the 'feminine side' of any creature that is manifested in behaviors of enticement
to reproduction, protectiveness, creation and most
dominantly cleverness. The gnolls believe that all development of civilization is a product of the feminine
spirit's talent for problem solving, using multiple solutions and divergent methods. The gnolls hold that
divine wisdom is at its nature feminine, thus they still
regard the goddess as superior to the god in their
religious views regarding domestic and cultural matters, and the male god as superior to the female god
in aspects of confrontation and contest.
The wyf-creature (regardless of the gender of the
afflicted) will always appear as a perfectly proportioned attractive creature (male wyf-creatures appear handsome in a male sense with strong feminine
qualities but do not manifest feminine body proportions or attributes). A humanoid afflicted with lycanthropy of this nature will in time change appearance
even, in the non-transformed states (the individual's
normal appearance will in time grow to be more attractive). Most societies welcome wyf-creatures.
These afflicted creatures tend to be, like their werecounterparts, physiologically superior in qualities of
strength, dexterity and constitution, but are never
aggressive in nature, often becoming the protectors of their communities. A wyfwolf, for example
may become a teacher or minister in the community,
demonstrating a strong desire to protect and nurture a village's children.
Wyf-creatures are highly charismatic, but it should
be mentioned that so are their counterparts. When
examined closely, it is easy to understand why the
powerful masculinity of the were-creature attracts
females with almost the same intensity as the femi-

ninity of the wyf-creature does males. What
is interesting to note is that the magical forces that heighten and express these male/
female attraction properties is far more
prevalent in the wyf-creature (some observers have suggested, with mild humor, that it
may in fact be a weakness of the common
male of all humanoid creatures that gives the
wyf-creature a superior attractive quality).
It has been noted that in very strong-willed
individuals that are unaffected by lycanthropy, the powerful sexual expression of both
the were- and wyf-creatures has a markedly
opposite affect. This causes females to feel
animosity toward the wyf-creature, as males
naturally feel opposed to were-creatures.
Overall the wyf-creature is by nature a diametrically opposed entity to the common
were-creature. It is extremely uncommon
to encounter an aggressive wyf, or nurturing were. Wyf-creatures can be life-long
companions and dedicated caregivers. They
have an almost unmatched sexual energy,
and can easily affect individuals to the point
of codependency. Some very powerful wyfcreatures, with a determination to overcome
their own giving and protective natures, can
become abusive users of the potent effects
that their magical nature can cause in individuals around them. Like most of the magical
charm affects found in the world, the range
of the wyf-creature's sexual appeal is limited
to only a few hundred yards. Most intelligent
creatures feel a peculiar sense of something
being wrong once they have been subjected to the charm of a wyf-creature and are
removed from the area of effect. There are
recorded instances of the magical charm
of a wyf-creature being able to break the
charm-like effects of other magical creatures
(though it has never been demonstrated that
a wyf-creature’s charm can break the spell of
the powerful charm spell cast by the woodland nymph).
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mation (or if your players ever roll gather information checks at all), you’d better have more than a
few lines jotted down or you’ll find yourself sorely
unprepared. There are few things that bring down a
gaming session more than having to wait while the
DM stops and figures something out for the players,
whether it be the rules for grappling, or something
related to the story.
Stories are important in any game, even in a
little hack-and-slash adventure in which the
only point is to kill things until you get killed.
Without some sort of plot, players will feel
distanced from the game, which eventually
leads to boredom.
My name is RonarsCorruption, and I’ve been
a Dungeon Master for over ten years. I’m
here to give you some tips on how to create
a great game, and how to run it smoothly.
When you’re writing a story to go with your
game, you should always keep the players
in mind. If they’re the sort of people who
are just there to joke around and kill some
monsters, you don’t need to write pages of
back story explaining why the villain wants
to raise an undead army. You need a name
and a sinister plan for your main adversary,
nothing more. However, if your characters
enjoy slinking about town, gathering infor-
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The first thing to consider when writing a story for
your players is a final ending point. Ask yourself questions. Are the characters questing after some artifact
to gain power for themselves? Are they looking to
kill a specific demon? Do they plan on stopping a cult
from resurrecting an evil god? Are they adventurers
for hire, paid to clear out ‘that dungeon on the hillside’ of monsters for a hefty reward? This may not
be something they’re going to find out right away.
The players might begin a quest to uncover the Holy
MacGuffin, only to discover that some villain has
already found it, and is now trying to harness the
MacGuffin’s power for themselves.
That brings me nicely to my second point - creating
an intermediary goal. This is what the players think
they’re doing. In the example above, their final goal
is actually to defeat the villain, but their intermediary
goal is to recover the MacGuffin. The intermediary
goal can be anything you choose, but in the most effectively organized games, it should always connect
back in some way to the final goal of the adventure.

Often, players will feel a greater sense of reward if intermediary goals aren’t obviously
connected to the final goal, and can discover
the link for themselves. For example, if the final goal of your campaign is for the players to
stop an evil god, having the players uncover
the cultists when investigating missing people is usually more rewarding than telling the
players flat out that there are cultists kidnapping people.
As the DM, you can present as many intermediary goals as you’d like. However, it is most
effective to present one unified story, punctuated by a number of smaller milestones. Milestones are usually separated by clear resolutions, like chapters in a book or acts in a play.
An adventure’s first milestone could be gathering together the party. The second might be
ferreting out the name of the group responsible for mysterious murders nearby, and ransacking their local base. The third might be to
track them down to their main center of operation, and the final milestone might be to
put an end to the ritual once and for all.
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Milestones are very important in both storytelling and in managing a party. They allow
the players to mark definitive points in their
progress towards their goal, and it allows the
PCs some downtime to plan their next move.
Without milestones, players will have to do
everything on the fly, from interrupting play
to level up their characters to going out of
their way to buy new equipment. Milestones
provide the opportunity for all the players to
do these things at once. At the tabletop, the
end of a session usually signifies some sort
of milestone, as these are perfect stopping
points. In PbP gaming, a milestone could be
presented as the end of a thread. Downtime
is just as important as action, and it serves not
only to keep things moving when they need to
move, but also to keep the action engaging.
If all the players did was fight monsters, the
game would become dull after a time to most
players. If the characters have to stop and return to town every few dozen fights, combat
situations seem more intense in comparison
due to being punctuated by the slower play
in town.

Remember not to overexert yourself in your planning, but make sure you have enough to work with.
Plan one or two adventures ahead of time, keeping
the ending goal in mind, but don’t rely on the players
to unerringly follow the cues you give them. A character might die, or a player might leave the group.
A villain you were planning on having escape might
be killed before you realize what’s going on. Players
might misread an NPC’s intentions, and go charging
off in the opposite direction that you intended to
nudge them. You never know what might happen in
a game of D&D, and you certainly don’t want your
adventure planning effort to go to waste.

knewthatlittleseparated Di from herself.

PART TWO
While Doll waited, not knowing her fate,
the sun had just dropped below the top of
the hills to the west of the city. The daylight
hours had grown shorter, and a chill wrapped
her as the normal damp air began to settle
to the ground. She had not been outside the
city walls in three years, so those hills were a
foreign place. A place Doll dreamed held her
lost family and her real home. One day soon
she would leave here and walk into those
hills....
It was a vain hope. She knew that the surrounding countryside was a wild place full of
bandits and monsters. Her father had told
her so. Thinking about her parents always
brought small tears to her eyes. They had
been very warm people. Warm and kind.
When she slept sometimes she would dream
that her mother had come to tuck her in tight
with a kiss on the forehead and that her father would come and tell her stories of when
he was young, before he met her mother.
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Boththeyounggirls
were dressed in street
rags. HoweverDi’s
were merely dirty and
not too worn but Doll’s
were the most ragged
to be found anywhere.
Di had seen to that. If
not for the needle and thread she had taken from
a street vendor, her clothing would have long since
fallen apart. Di, being Trent’s little sister, always got
first pick of everything. Truthfully, Doll didn’t think
that any of the Three Waifs were actually blood related.
They looked a motley couple as they entered the
street, indistinguishable from any number of other
street urchins. Just then Di pushed Doll extremely
hard almost knocking her to the ground then ran of
yelling, “You’re it!!!”.
Doll had no choice but to get up and follow along
with this ruse. It would get them to where ever Di
was taking them faster. Di was the worst and the
meanest. Trent she didn’t trust for spit, and Mon was
just scary, and big. He never spoke, and the other
waifs said that he couldn’t because he had taunted
Di about something - they wouldn’t say what - and
she cut out his tongue. This was something Doll
never questioned. She could imagine Di clinging to
Mon’s head as he struggled to remove her and when
he finally did, all he had left was a bloody stump of a
tongue.

At the top of the stairs, Di opened the door
and started on her way down. Doll heard her
coming, and knew that if Di saw tears she
would think it because of fear. There was
no way this side of Gehanna would Doll allow that to happen. Doll dried them quickly
and then turned to face Di as the other girl
reached the bottom of the stairs.

Street vendors stayed out peddling as long as people
stayed in the street, and the streets in Lowside were
always full. As they passed by trays of beads and
other trinkets it had become second nature for Doll
to grab something and keep running. Angry shouts
rose up in their wake. Maybe some of the stuff she
had grabbed would get her off cheaply. She didn’t
think Di would go for it though, and forgot that idea
quickly.

“Well, your Holiness, since you’re done meditating we should be on our way. You have
work to do. I’ll be going, as well, to assist in
your training”, Di always tried to sound like
one of the nobles that ruled the city. Doll

They had run through several intersections, across
one market square, and through a very dark alleyway. The alley made Doll remember her parents
again, but she didn’t have time for tears. They came

out of the alley, and into a street that was
filled to the brim with people of all types,
some Doll had never seen before. She recognized this street and realized that they were
outside their own district, and therefore
outside their territory. ‘Heaven’s Stairway’
was a strip of taverns where only the toughest and worst types would go. Besides, another guild worked this section of the city.
Doll realized what Di had in mind. Stealing
from a guard on duty was risky, but that
guard couldn’t run very far, leaving his post
unmanned. This was way worse. If she and
Di were caught thieving here, death would
be the most pleasant of things that would
be done to them, and that would be held until the very last. Mercy was not in any of the
guilds that operated in Marston.

get out of it, she refrained from tugging, twisting and
eventually, throwing the stupid trog to the ground.
The fantasy had almost taken over, but Di had too
much control for that.

It was hard trying not to bump into anyone,
and anyone she did bump into looked down
with more than just suspicion. After each
such encounter, the offended party would
check their belongings and once satisfied,
go back to whatever they had been doing as
if Doll had never existed. Doll would warily
back away, at first driven by fear she had
several such mishaps. It wasn’t until she had
gained some control of herself that she realized that Di had in fact disappeared.

“See the fat one in the baggy red trousers?” When Di
spoke Doll knew that the time had come to feel the
sting of the whip. Di had chosen the place and picked
the person. Nothing about this made Doll feel good.

“Next time you get lost I’ll fix you with my knife and
you’ll have to limp back to the Grand Hall.” This was
all that she said through clenched teeth while the
hand in Doll’s hair tightened a little more.
“Understand?!” Di concluded, with the same harsh
whisper.

Doll grunted a ‘yes’, and was greatly relieved that Di
let go. The pain on her head did not lessen for the
sting the hair pulling had given. They both paused
and looked out into the crowds. Di looked as if she
were searching for the biggest piece of rock candy in
the bowl, and Doll looked with dread, fearing that Di
Dutifully, Doll followed Di through the crowd, would find just the one she wanted.
watching for the telltale signs of a pro at
work. She knew her part well enough to be The crowd was filled with revelers drinking and caable to pick out the takers from those who
rousing. Men and women of all types and from evgot taken. Any second now Doll expected Di erywhere. Harsh, forced laughter was the loudest,
to disappear into the crowd and leave her
but curses and small fights could also be heard and
here to be caught. If Di left, then she would sometime seen as the crowd would part for the short
too and fast.
fights.
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“I’ll get caug....”, was all that came out of her mouth.
With speed that Doll couldn’t imagine, Di’s stiletto
had dug a gouge into her right thigh. It hurt but the
puncture was not enough to even bleed.

“You’ll do exactly as I say and if you get caught then
you deserve to. Now, this one has a large purse but
“Now I”m gonna get it,” was all that Doll
that’s not what I want. See his hand? There on the last
could think. She nearly let her water go when finger. The ring with the green stone. That is what I
Di grabbed her hair and dragged her to an
want.” Di finished with what could be describe as a
out-of-the-way stoop. Doll struggled against dry and lifeless chuckle. The sound of this humorless
the pain of her scalp tearing loose from her laugh did not encourage Doll about her chances.
skull but she couldn’t get free. That is until
Di let her go.
Resigned not to give Di the pleasure of killing her this
night, Doll moved in on her target. At least if she were
Di still had her hand wrapped in Doll’s hair.
caught, she would not have to face Di anymore.
Despite the urge and the pleasure she would

The crowds were not as thick, but Doll would
not wager on this difference. She had been
watching the man in his expensive robes
and his glittery turban for half the night. Circling him, she had not seen anyone that she
thought to be a pro working the area. The
people around her had become moving walls
as she worked her way closer, their celebration had dropped into silence as she focused.
The jovial noises were still there, but Doll
could not hear them over the pounding of
her own heart.
‘The Sheik’, as Doll had come to think of him,
had drank many goblets of wine and had become more outspoken about how he was
the richest carpet merchant in the Eastern
Reaches, and how he had seventeen wives.
His biggest joke had been asking if anyone
wanted to buy them so he could start over.
This Sheik was not a cautious man, and with
the passing of time Doll had grown more
confident that she may succeed.
Doll had avoided being trampled when a serious fight broke out, and the crowd rushed to
circle the two trying to knife each other. Bets
and odds had rippled through the crowd
while it continued. Doll had even had to shrug
off a sloppy drunk who had decided to take
her home with him. It hadn’t been hard, once
she punched him in his privates.
An idea occurred to Doll about how to get
the ring. She did not hesitate, because that
would spell certain disaster. Her heart began to pound greater and louder. She could
feel her body shake with the blood coursing
through her.
Doll ran up the to the Sheik, grabbed the
hand with the ring. “Father! Father! Mother
wants you to come home now! You’ve had
too much wine!” She yelled at the top of her
lungs as she tugged at the Merchant’s hand.
In his drunken state he nearly toppled, but instead followed along with Doll a short ways.
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The surrounding crowd began to laugh and
toss insults over her head at the Sheik.

“So, Tamez, this is how you maintain your fortune.
You beggar your own family for profit! Ha ha!” Another merchant dressed similarly began laughing
and sloshing his pewter cup about as he slapped
nearby members of the crowd on their shoulders for
his windfall of humor.
“Filth, you are not my child! She is not my get! Begone before I have you whipped! Begone!” He was
angry, and Doll could tell because his face had turned
almost a deep purple. Just one more moment and
the ring would come off. Doll tugged at the Sheik
with all her strength, still yelling.
“Will someone get this infernal child off my arm?”
screamed the Sheik. This brought attention that Doll
didn’t need but she was determined to have that
ring. Hands closed on her arm and were just beginning to pull her away when the ring did come loose.
Quick as lightening, she stuffed it into her mouth, and
gave a twist that only a stringy little girl could give.
The hands released her. Doll shot past the Sheik, and
without thinking, grabbed his purse. The sudden tug
in a new direction caused the Sheik to stumble, and
as he fell the purse-strings broke. Surprise was on everyone’s face as the big man fell, toppling two others, including the man who had grabbed her arm. No
one was more surprised than Doll, and holding the
bag she just stood there. Laughter had erupted all
around as the Sheik tried to regain his feet but he
and his would-be helper were hopelessly entangled,
and they fell again.
Doll remembered she had to get off this street in a
hurry. She ran, heedless of the number of people she
had to plow through. Disappearing down a darkened
alley, no thoughts haunted her. She jumped over a
drunken beggar. Surely, it was just a drunken beggar
and not someone dead. Out into the next street, she
kept running, not looking back. Doll went around a
corner, and straight through a crowd that had taken
the corner for a spot to spend the night talking.
Shouts followed her until she turned another corner
and lost the sounds of that street. Doll finally slowed
to a walk once she was at least six blocks away, and
totally winded. Now, she had to get back to the
Grand Hall with her prize. The thought that Di had
not seen her take the purse made Doll smile.

day would have them a celebration cake. They
always had bread and cider.

***
Doll woke to memories of the previous night.
She had been some kind of hero. The ring,
she gave to Trent. She knew that Di had nearly killed the twins, then disappeared. Both
boys sported bandages on both their arms,
and one had a bandage around his head. If
Di had wanted them dead, they would have
been dead. Di’s disappearance meant that
Doll would have more peace over the next
couple of days. That was the best part.

Now, Doll had some gold - but being a raggedy
street urchin made it difficult to buy anything.
What she wanted was a new pair of shoes or
boots for her feet. She could feel every little pebble as she walked the streets, and new footwear
would help her make a better getaway if she had
to. The other thing that she desired was a dagger. One that was sharper and prettier than Di’s.
Doll had no idea how to use one, but she would
learn, and Di beware. One day they would meet
as equals, and Doll intended to leave that meeting
healthy, wealthy, and wise.

Her father used that expression a lot, and Doll supposed it meant that he was concerned about his
business. She thought back to the reason that had
brought them to this city. Her father traded in all
manner of goods, but this time she remembered it
being wine - or was it silk and other cloths? Six years
had passed since she became an orphan in Marston.
As she understood it, M-town (that’s what the waifs
called it) was one of the smaller cities in the province. Losing her parents had been very hard to get
The purse had been a dilemma. Doll had takover. They had been murdered while she watched
en her cut, but it was so much that she had
helplessly. The murderers were caught and executbeen afraid that Trent would take some back.
ed, but Doll never knew that. In her mind they had
She hid the coins all throughout her clothbeen horrific monsters, like the ones that her father
ing. Thanks to her needle and thread,, she
had told her live in the wild places.
had many hidden pockets, and that helped
to distribute the weight of the coin easily.
Doll was not even her name. It was Ra’ire. She had
Doll decided to take a little more out for her
not been called that in nearly as long as she had been
share, and placed it in an obvious place so
in M-town. Di named her, and it stuck. She rather prethat if Trent did take extra, then he would
ferred that her surrogate family used her alias rather
only be taking what she had taken first.
than her real name. It made her real name more speTrent had done just as she had expected, and
cial to her. Hopefully, one day she would be able to
seemed not to notice the ruse. Look dumb,
leave Marston to find family. Then she could return
act dumb...Doll repeated this to herself while
to being Ra’ire.
he questioned her about the rolling of the
Sheik. In the end, Trent believed her and she
*******
had kept her small treasure.
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Jak had congratulated her with some type of
creamy pastry. It was wonderfully sweet and
sticky. Doll had not had anything like it for a
long time. Jak and the rest of his crew were
forever into taking somebody’s food. One
day it would be dozens of meat pies, another

Chilly air had descended on the city during the night.
Buildings jutted up out of the resulting vapors like islands in a calm sea. In a few short weeks, frost would
begin to form as the temperatures of winter came
howling out of the north with its other offspring wind, snow, and ice.

Ra’ire woke next to Jak. His arm, draped over
her and placed with the dead weight of sleep,
had been the event that startled her awake.
They had begun to sleep closer to each other
to stay warm at night. She had feelings for
Jak, but not the kind he had for her. Jak was
more like an older brother. He watched out
for her, even though they had long settled
that argument. Ra’ire just ignored him when
she felt Jak was being overbearing.
Ra’ire lay in place remembering her dreams
from the night past. It had been six years
since she had stolen the emerald ring and
hefty purse from the Vrakisanni merchant. Di
had not returned for a week after that. Ra’ire
didn’t much care for dreams that included
that specter from her past. The next day,
Ra’ire had Jak buy her a knife. He had brought
back a good one. It had a plain, spherical pommel with a sun etched into it. The wooden
handle, wrapped in leather strips, had a light
coating of resin applied to insure a good grip.
The blade had a slight crescent curve, not like
a sickle but more gradual, with an intricate
knot design etched into the blade. The etching made the blade shine less. It looked almost black with the knots going nearly to the
cutting edge. Jak had explained the necessity
for a blade that didn’t shine.
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Di would corner her or grab her. At this point, the
dream would change a little. She would no longer be
the defenseless little girl. Ra’ire would be the same
age as the phantom Di. The sun knife would come
out of her boot sheath, and as Ra’ire would turn on
Di, the knife would slice through Di’s face. Blood
would be everywhere. On her knife, clothing, and
her own face.
Di screamed at her, “I’ll kill you for this…. You will
die.” The rest would trail off into muffled screams.
Ra’ire remembered this dream so vividly because she
had cut Di’s face. Not doubting for a moment that Di
was out there somewhere waiting to take revenge,
she drew her knife again for the reassurance that it
brought. Holding it gave her the power to defend
herself. Di had made a fatal mistake that night a year
ago. It had been about the same time of year, too.
Di had thought that all those years of bullying had
broken Ra’ire’s spirit, but it had not. Ra’ire left the
girl that had been Doll behind the moment that her
knife struck Di’s flesh. The waifs loyal to Trent had
tried to kill her, but Di wouldn’t allow it. It was not as
if they could have though. Jak had a loyal following,
and they were not about to let anything happen to
her.

Jak helped her escape the Waifs, and the city of Marston. They had barely survived the snow, and had
traveled all through the planting and harvest season,
Ra’ire’s dream had been about the night that stopping to trade work for food. It had been late harshe had stolen from the merchant, and about vest when they arrived here in the port city of Bryhow she had trained as much as possible to
net, and they had been here for three moon cycles.
be a master knife fighter. She would go to
Ra’ire was sure that a full cycle of the seasons had
the training yards to see real fighters hone
passed since Di had lost her good looks.
their skills and she would imitate them. Some
of them would give her tips, but most would She rolled away from Jak without waking him, and
chase her off with sticks, or threw stones at went to the edge of the roof. Her breath came in
her.
clouds as she looked out at the sleeping world. It
was still an hour before dawn, but the sun had alPart of her dream had been the same recurready begun to show its presence. Ra’ire could see
ring scene. When she had first met with the
the majority of the city from their perch. She avoided
Waifs, she had been young and weak. She
looking directly over the edge, because if seen, they
had no choice but to obey. In this part of the would have to find a new home. Winter had settled
dream, Di would begin her bullying as usual. In that decision for them though. Eventually, the temthe dream, Di was older, but Doll, as she had perature would drive them to a new spot to sleep.
been known then, was still her tiny, twelve
year-old self. Defenseless against Di’s fists,
she would run to escape, but in the dream,

Cyndar
Population: 434
GP Limit: 199*
Wealth: 8696
Authority Class: Firelord
Authority Title: Master/Mistress
Type: Conventional Mayor
Full Time Guards: 4

Not everything in an adventure needs to be a
combat encounter for your players. Rare is
the campaign setting where there isn't some
sort of town for the players to retreat to,
NPCs for the players to talk to, and objects
and treasures for the players to find. In this
column, I will explore a number of these
things, helping you add a little more flavor to
any area you feel is lacking in zest. Don't
expect to find many monsters about; this is
for the role-player in all of us.
Cyndar is a small settlement on the material
plane built on the warm edge of the long
dormant volcano Gorm Reil (Common
translation: Demon Fang). The volcano is
unspectacular in and of itself, but the
descendants of the village have peculiar
powers seen rarely amongst the mortal races.
Many of the people living in the town are in
fact Firelords. They are a generally passive
group, but have a strong sense of history and
its place in their magical ancestry. Cyndar has
long been a home for those who worship
heat and fire.
Cyndar recently has seen very rapid growth,
with an influx of competitive newcomers and
settling families joining the established
businesses and villagers. More than a quarter
of the current population arrived in the past
four months, and the number of new stone
and mortar buildings around the edge of
town -- surrounding the much older sculpted
stone buildings -- is quite noticeable.
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* The GP limit of Cyndar is special, as they do
not produce any standard magical items.
However, see Phen's shop below for a list of
unique magic available in Cyndar,
complimenting the nature of the village.

the PCs compliment him and his store, which he takes
great pride in, he is willing to offer a discount to them,
up to 10%. See Phen's shop below for details on the
items he carries.

Cyndar's people:
Mayor: Master Illdar (Firelord 4, Expert 3)
Master Illdar is tall and thin, and, in the
nature of accomplished Firelords, is utterly
hairless from the flames that regularly lick
up about his feet and body. At his waist, he
carries a ceremonial scimitar, and his outfit
looks out of place for a mayor, being more
in tune with that of a seasoned magical
traveler. He carries himself with confidence
and pride, demanding the respect of the
townsfolk and PCs with an air of
superiority. Master Illdar is new to the
position of mayor of the village, showing a
drive to improve and expand the town
beyond its small, self-sustaining self. He has
recruited two of the village's wisest and
most talented Firelords to create magical
items specifically for adventurers as a
source of income; this has proven effective
in luring travelers and traders alike to the
town over the past several months.
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Crafter: Arsit (Firelord 5, Wizard 2)
Arsit is old, and it shows. His hairless head is lined with
wrinkles, his jowls droop, and he is missing most of his
teeth. However, his eyes are still bright, and while his
body is starting to fail, his mind is sharp. He dresses in
sleeveless orange robes and thick black gloves that go
to his elbows. Should the players purchase more than
a small number of items from Phen's shop, Arsit will
come out to greet the PCs personally and invite them
in to his abode -- the back of the shop -- for a cup of tea
and a game of cards. He enjoys the company,
especially with those who are interested in the city and
the lore of the Firelords; he will happily tell the PCs any
number of things about the history of the nearby area
(provided that the DM has such information prepared).
Crafter: Rebecca (Firelord 4, Cleric 2)
Rebecca is the town's spiritual leader, leading them in
prayer to the power of fire, as well in service to a
number of gods. She does not worship any of the gods
in particular, but admits they exist and have power
over the world, and encourages others to treat all
gods as equals in power and importance. She is of
middling age, and while she has no eyebrows, she
does have hair atop her head, short and beginning to
silver from its normal coppery red. She wears
comfortable white clothes, while a large golden locket
about her neck contains an inscription from her
husband: 'The fires of passion are always with you.'
She will sell basic healing services to the PCs, although
she recommends taking proper care of oneself over
relying on the power of the divine for restoration.

Shopkeeper: Samuel (Rogue 1, Expert 2)
Samuel looks and dresses as if he belongs in a court
alongside knights and lords and ladies. His hair is long
and golden, combed back and shimmering with oil,
Shopkeeper: Phen (Firelord 2)
and his outfits are bright and gaudy, including capes
Phen is slightly portly, and wears a thick
brown shirt and apron. As with many of the and boots. He emphasizes to customers that his goods
are the finest sort, although they are in fact merely
villagers, he has no hair on his head,
although his knuckles are hairy enough that average. Samuel is new in town, and while he operates
mostly out of a wagon, that does not mean he is any
you doubt he practices with flames as
slouch at sales. He will aggressively push the PCs to
much as some of the more magically
oriented townsfolk do. Still, he is happy and purchase his stock, even to the point of making
intimidate rolls.
calm, and more than eager to try to sell
anything from his stock to the PCs. Should

Innkeeper: Argent (Level 5 Expert)
Argent runs the only inn in Cyndar, the
Flaming Hearth. While not a Firelord
herself, her family has lived here for many
generations, and she calls Master Illdar her
cousin, although if pressed she will admit it
is by marriage and twice removed. Tall and
not terribly feminine, Argent often forsakes
her own looks and health for that of the
inn; the first time the PCs meet her, she is
suffering from a cold and being chided by
Rebecca (see above) to take better care of
herself, business or no. Argent is amiable to
the PCs, assuming them to be just more
travelers passing through. She can almost
always be seen working at the inn.
Cyndar's places:
The Flaming Hearth, inn
The Flaming Hearth is the only inn in
Cyndar, and run by Argent with the
assistance of her partner Mitchell, although
the latter usually remains behind the
scenes. Each of the twelve rooms cost 7sp a
night, and contain a single bed each, as well
as a washbasin, table, chair, and a small
chest with no lock. Rental of a room
includes a breakfast the next morning,
although dinner is 3sp extra, and lunch 1sp.
The food is average, well-flavored, but
more overcooked than what most of the
PCs would enjoy. The mead is passable, and
there is no wine to be had here, due to its
more flammable nature.
Samuel's Shop
Samuel's shop contains the entirety of the
mundane equipment list, and a good
selection of non-travelling suitable supplies.
He also sells simple and martial weapons,
and has a single +1 longsword amongst his
stock.
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Phen's Shop
Phen sells little ordinary equipment, instead
catering to the more discerning crowd of
adventurers looking for augmentation and
protection from fire:
- Fireproof Gloves x4 (200gp) These gloves provide
resistance to fire 10 and will never catch fire even if
placed in a baker's oven or smith's forge. They are
ineffective against magical fire.
- Sash of Fire Resistance x1 (19,000gp) This bright
orange sash with red and yellow embroidery is
beautiful and feels as if it were coated in a layer of
wax. It occupies the cloak slot, and absorbs the
first 10 points of fire damage per attack.
- Ring of Heat Endurance x4 (2,000gp) This ring is
adorned with waves that appear like heat radiating
off a hot stove or desert dune. It makes the wearer
immune to exhaustion and subdual damage they
would normally receive from heat.
- Flash Powder x20 (50gp) These small bags are
filled with a volatile powder that, if struck, will
explode in a flash of light and a puff of smoke,
similar to thunderstones. They can be thrown with
a range increment of 10 feet. When the bag strikes
a hard surface, or is struck hard, each creature that
can see it within a 10' radius must make a DC 15
Reflex save or be stunned for one round and
receive a -2 blinding penalty to AC for ten minutes.
- Elixir of Fire Breath x3 (1,200gp)
- Tindertwigs (as alchemical items)
- Alchemist's Fire (as alchemical items)

How long have you been DMing and how many
games?
Ten years, as the first time I played I DMed. This is for
both my silly homemade games, and the 1st edition
DnD game that I ran. I used books I found in my uncle’s basement and tricked my friends into playing.
Fifty, a hundred? I’m not sure really. A lot though. I
can recall a dozen of them right now. When I get an
So, here we are again, slaving away to accomplish the tedious tasks of our daily lives. idea I can’t help but flesh it out, and even if the idea
bombs I still try and make it work.
While it may not always be fun, there are a
few of us that can mix work with play. That’s
What games do you currently DM on DNDOG? (Briefright, our game masters. These hard workly tell us about them)
ing individuals are able to take the time to
create a fun and exciting world for the rest
All Nations Empire is a sci-fi flavored homebrew game
of us to play in. In recognition of the work
that goes into this, DNDOG’s very own Nick- of my own making. It is based on a world that was
olie has taken some time away from tortur- once magical and filled with gods, but that was lost
and the people had to adapt, using psionics
ing his players to answer some questions.
So without further adieu, I give you our DM
Villains by Necessity is the plot of the last few evil
Interview.....
people traveling the world to gather the six keys
How long have you been playing RPGs and they need to reawaken the lost evils of this world
and restore balance
why?
Ten years, right after I saw the first Pokemon
game. I was inspired to make it my own and
made my own pencil & paper system for myself and my brother to play. It was horrible
with my own rules, monsters and d6s.
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Heroes of Light and Glory is the group of young aspiring heroes gathered to hunt down and stop the
baddies

Iconic Player Versus Player is an idea I’ve had for
a while, and is in fact many games in one. It is my
I play because it is a story I control, put great chance to set a full player party against another and
detail into and create wonderful places. It is let them duke it out, with me just making sure things
are run fair, and making secrets stay that way.
fun for me to make things and nothing is
better than the freedom to make whatever
Keyla the Vampire Slayer is a d20 Modern game run
I want that is offered by many gaming sysin the style of Buffy the Vampire Slayer. I use some
tems out there.
NPCs from the show, but none of the players are takWhich editions have you played? Also, en from the show and I am not using any of the main
cast, just the bad guys and secondary characters.
which is your favorite and least favorite
and why?
Tolarian Academy is sadly on hold right now. The idea
In D&D, I’ve dealt with 1st, 3e, 3.5e (it is also is to run a school of magic, all the profs are NPCs, and
my favorite), Pathfinder and 4e. I’m also run- 90% of the students as well. One homeroom class
would have three NPCs and the rest be students.
ning a d20 Modern game. (to ask my least
favorite). I’d have to say 4th (is my least faWhat is your favorite setting and why?
vorite) since it lacks the freedom I’m after
when I play.

Dragonlance, I’ve read over 80 books on the
setting. I’ve DMed two games from it, both
were a great deal of fun, and one of my favorite races are only really found there, the
kender.

Anything from Tome of Battle (is my least favorite).
It was a valid attempt to come up with a way for melee to compete at higher levels, but for the most part
I think it just ended up awkward. Now, I will mostly
allow it, but I am more inclined not to.

What is your favorite conflict/fight and
why?

What do you look for in a player?

PvP battle that no one planned. When two
PCs start to fight, and even though the players may not want them to, it does not make
sense for them to stop, so they don’t. Now,
player death and infighting can be a big pain
for any DM, but timed right and done well it
can be the best thing for a game.
What is your favorite puzzle/challenge and
why?
I like when a party is given more than one
way to take to get to their goal and they
have to pick one, but to do so they have to
do research and study it. It’s a way to make
them use skills that normally go unused.
What is your favorite NPC and why?
Any NPC played by Makenshi as they often
have more depth than your average player.
That being said, of the NPCs I’ve played I have
most enjoyed Lance En Heightmire, the lowlevel noble human boy known as the Face of
House Blue, in Tolarian Academy. I love the
chance to be snarky, smarmy and clever all
at the same time.
What is your favorite class and why? Your
least favorite class?
Spirit shaman (is my favorite). I like this for
so many reasons, but the greatest is the flavor of playing (or DMing for) someone who
sees things no one else does and is detached
from the world. Also, I like to play a spontaneous druid, but I never liked wild shape,
and the spirit-related powers that take its
place are a great deal of fun. It lacks a little in
flexibility, but I forgive it.
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I do NOT look for spelling or post count. They don’t
hurt, but as far as what I look for they hardly matter.
I want a player who seems to understand the tone of
the game and seeks to match it. Someone who has
a style about them that should mesh well with the
other players, and a laid-back enough attitude where
they will not leave the game because someone has
not posted for a week. Also it is important to me to
find friendly talkative players, I will often talk to their
other DMs and find out if they take an active role in
OOC, and if they say ahead of time when they will be

about. In other words, be ready to come up
with things on the spot and keep in mind
that it’s OK to do that.
Here is a bit of the more interesting ideas
from our DM. Don’t say I didn’t warn
you.....
Which super power would you like to have
and why?
away for a while.

I’d go with that lovely super healing that Wolverine
has; keeps you from dying, lets you build strength,
What is the ideal level to start a game at and and keeps back aging, while also being able to heal
why?
others with some of your blood. Being that hard to
kill has its downsides sure, but it is also super cool.
Five or six, as it is low enough where you are Though the broken bones could be a pain.
still breakable and can fight goblins, but high
enough it will not get boring. Also it is the
If you could be any character in fiction, whom would
right area for you to be looking into PrCs for you be?
the first time.
The Doctor, as in Doctor Who. A life full of endless
How many source books do you own/have
adventure and the power to travel around time, as
access to? Do you tend to avoid any?
well as just happening to have a lovely lady around
at all times. Who could say no to that?
All, I think. At one point my lovely girlfriend
went about hunting every last 3.5 book down If you had only six months left to live, what would
and burning them to CD for me. I think she
you do with the time?
got tired of me complaining about not having
them, haha.
Travel as much as I can, kiss a number of people I’ve
had crushes on at some point, kick a few state ofAnything 3rd party, and starting with the
ficials and mostly make sure I am remembered for
word Tome (I tend to avoid). I find they do
who I am, which is by the way a very strange, silly
not fit the rest of the books and cause things and funny person. Then I think I’d close out by fist
to run awkwardly for me. For the same reafighting a bear.
son I do not use Magic of Incarnum even
though I like it.
If you were to give one piece of advice to a
new DM, what would it be?
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Players always go out of their way to go
the way you had not planned for, always. If
you give them two ways to go, a mountain
with dragons, death and fire on it, and you
give them a valley with a single troll guarding it, they will ask if they can go around the
mountain and try to take a river that you offhandedly mentioned last chapter then forgot
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